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SUMMARY 
As a continuation of the investigation of a transonic) axial-flow 
compressor inlet stage designed for a rotor tip relative Mach number of 
1.1) a series of survey tests was performed at corrected tip speeds of 
800 and 1000 feet per second to permit a detailed analysis of the flow 
across the individual blade rows. The analYSis is presented in a manner 
which provides design information for similar stages. The extensive 
blade-element data presented include the variations with incidence angle 
of such factors as losses) turning angle) axial velocity ratio) work 
coefficient) and efficiency. 
At the minimum-loss incidence angle) apparently no measurable shock 
losses occurred in the rotor tip region as a result of operation at 
rotor-inlet relative Mach numbers up to about 1.04. However) the high 
inlet Mach numbers did reduce the range of the low-loss incidence angle 
in the rotor tip region. A pronounced compressibility effect existed at 
the higher levels of pressure ratio and Mach number and caused a reduc-
tion in the axial velocity ratio across the rotor as the blade speed was 
increased. Consequently) as t he blade speed increased) the work coeffi -
cient and diffusion factor (blade loading) also increased. Measured 
blade-element characteristics of the subsonic stator blades were com-
parable with the characteristics of conventional airfoil sections in 
cascade. It was found that for this compressor configuration the assump-
tion of simple radial equilibrium adequately described the radial varia-
tions of the rotor- and stator-outlet flow conditions. The mass-
averaged rotor performance was presented and compare d with the over-al~ 
stage performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In view of the marked advantages associated with an extension of 
conventional Mach number limitations in axial-flow compressor design 
(ref. 1), an investigation was initiated to explore the feasibility of 
designing inlet - stage rotors to operate at higher - than-conventional 
relative inlet Mach numbers. A transonic inlet stage consisting of a 
transonic rotor and subsonic stators was designed and constructed for 
operation at a rotor tip relative inlet Mach number of 1.1. A descrip-
tion of the compressor and the results of the over-all performance of 
the stage as determined from fixed rake measurements at the compressor 
outlet are reported in reference 1. Further details of the geometry 
of. the stage and specific blade-coordinate data are presented in refer-
ence 2 . 
In the second phase of the investigation, radial survey instruments 
were provided downstream of the rotor and stator to obtain the perfor -
mance and flow characteristics of the individual blade rows and to pro-
vide design information for similar stages. The results of the survey 
measurements and mass-averaged performance over a range of compressor 
weight flows at corrected tip speeds of 800 and 1000 feet per second are 
reported herein. Results and analysis are presented in a form readily 
adaptable to current design procedure . Extensive blade-element loss and 
turning-angle characteristics as well as radial distributions of flow 
are presented . Information concerning radial pressure equilibrium, wall 
boundary-layer blockage, and mass - flow shifts as well as a comparison 
with design conditions are presented. 
SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in this report: A diagram illustrat-
ing the air and blade angles and the velocities is presented in figure 1 
to more completely define some of the symbols used. 
Ar compressor frontal area based on rotor tip diameter, 1.646 sq ft 
a velocity of sound, ft/sec 
cp specific heat of air at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(~) 
Cv specific heat of air at constant volume, Btu/(lb)(~) 
D diffusion factor 
g acceleration due to gravity, 32.17 ft/sec 2 
H total enthalpy, cpgJT, sq ft/sec 2 
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i incidence angle, angle between inlet-relative-air-velocity vector 
and a tangent to blade mean line at leading edge, deg 
J Joule's constant , 778 . 26 ft -lb/ Btu 
K wall boundary- layer blockage factor 
M absolute Mach number 
M' relative Mach number 
P t otal pressure, lb/sq ft 
P' total pressure relative to a blade row, Ib/sq ft 
p static pressure, Ib/sq ft 
r radius measured from axis of rotation, in. 
T absolute total temperature, ~ 
U blade speed, rt/sec 
V absolute velocity of air, ft/sec 
V' velocity of air relative to a blade row, ft/sec 
W weight flow of air, Ib/sec 
~ absolute air - flow angle measured from axis of rotation, deg 
~' air-flow angle relative to a blade row measured from axis of rota-
tion, deg 
y ratio of speci f ic heats for air , cp/cv, 1.3947 
3 
yO blade angle , direction of tangent to blade mean camber line at lead-
ing or trailing edge, deg 
6 symbol used to indicate change in a quantity 
5 ratio of inlet total pressure to NACA standard total pressure, 
Pl/2117 • 
50 deviation angle, angle between outlet -relative -air-velocity vector 
and tangent to blade mean- line angle at trailing edge, deg 
temperature-rise efficiency 
--.---
----------.-- --~ 
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e ratio of compressor-inlet total temperature to NACA standard temper-
ature, Tl /518.6 
eO air turning angle, change in the relative flow angle from inlet to 
outlet of a blade row, deg 
p static density of air, Ib/cu ft 
a solidity, ratio of blade chord to blade spacing 
~ camber angle, difference between directions of blade mean camber 
line at leading and trailing edges, deg 
~ rotor-inlet flow coefficient, Vz 3/U3 , 
ro relative total-pressure loss coefficient (appendix A) 
~ pressure coefficient (appendix B) 
Subscripts: 
av average 
b blade element 
f free stream 
h hub 
m mean radius, 
R rotor 
ref reference 
S stator 
t tip 
z axial direction 
e tangential direction 
o total or stagnation conditions 
1 depression tank 
2 weight -flow measuring station upstream of rotor 
1- -- - -- - .- -
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:3 rotor inlet 
4 rotor outlet (or stator inlet) 
5 stator outlet 
6 compressor outlet (discharge measuring station) 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
A complete description of the design and the geometry of the tran-
sonic, axial-flow compressor inlet stage and its test-rig installation 
is presented in references 1 and 2 . Tables I and II show the rotor-
and stator-blade angles and solidities . A sketch of the 17.36-inch-
tip-diameter compressor installation is shown in figure 2. Hub radii 
at stations 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are, respectively, 4.312, 4.411, 5.186, 
5.186, and 5 .186 inches. 
Instrumentation 
Compressor inlet . - Compressor- inlet total pressures and total tem-
peratures were determined from four static-pressure taps (negligible 
depression-tank velocity) and from six thermocouples uniformly spaced in 
the inlet depression tank (station 1). Air flow through the compressor 
was determined by means of a thin-plate, open-end orifice located in the 
inlet piping upstream of the depression tank. As an additional method 
of determining t he weight flow of air into the compressor, a radial 
static-pressure rake (fig . 3(a) and ref . 1) was located in the annulus 
2.1 inches upstream of the rotor at station 2 (fig. 2). Weight flow at 
this station was determined from the radial variation of static pressure 
given by the rake, the inlet stagnation conditions, and a wall boundary-
layer blockage allowance which was determined from surveys taken during 
initial runs of the compressor. 
5 
Rotor inlet. - At the rotor inlet (station 3), four static-pressure 
taps were located on both the inner and outer walls. Because of the pro-
jected taper of the rotor blade, the outer-wall taps were 0.70 inch up-
stream of the rotor leading edge; whereas the inner-wall taps were 0.40 
inch upstream of the rotor leading edge. The radial static-pressure 
gradient at the rotor inlet (used for computing rotor-inlet velocities) 
• 
was faired between these inner - and outer - wall static-pressure readings 
with the use of a similar radial variation as that given by the static-
pressure rake at station 2. The rotor - inl et stagnation condit ions were 
considered to be the same as the depression-tank conditions . 
Rotor outlet. - Rotor-outlet conditions were determined from radial 
surveys of static pressure, total pressure, and flow angle and from 
- - . - -- -- - - - - - ---~~-- ---~ 
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fixed thermocouple rakes located about 1/2 inch downstream of the rotor 
(station 4) . Since the variation of rotor - outlet air angle was expected 
to be relatively small f0_ the two tip speeds investigated , two, fixed, 
6-tip thermocouple rakes (fig . 3(b)) instead of surveys were used to de -
termine rotor - outlet temperatures . The two temperature readings, taken 
at each of six radii located at the centers of equal-annular areas, were 
averaged and corrected for local Mach number effects. 
Total-pressure and flow- angle surveys were made with one combination 
claw and total-pressure probe shown in figure 3 ( c) . The radial variation 
of rotor - outlet static pressure was sensed by an L-head Prandtl tube 
having four static -pressure orifices manifolded together (fig . 3(d)). 
The geometry of and t he typical calibration curves for Prandtl type 
static probes are given in reference 3 . At each radial position , the 
Prandtl tube waS set at an angle corresponding to the flow angle, which 
was measured by the claw and total-pressure survey probe . In addition, 
there were four static -pressure taps on both the inner and outer walls . 
Stator outlet . - Stator - outlet survey data (angles and total and 
static pressures) were taken with similar instruments and with the same 
procedure as used for measuring rotor - outlet flow conditions . The claw 
and total-pressure and L-head static -pressure survey probes were located 
axially 1/2 inch downstream of the stator -blade trailing edge and cir -
cumferentially midway between adjacent stator blades . Temperatures for 
the stator outlet were obtained from two fixed thermocouple rakes (fig . 
3 (b)) located at stat ion 6. 
In or der to obtain a more complete picture of the total-pressure 
field behind the stators, the following a dditional fixed instruments 
were installed : 
(1) Three , radial, wall boundary- layer r akes (fig . 3(e)) were spaced 
relative to the stator blades, as illustrated in figure 4, for both the 
inner and outer walls . There were nine total -pressure tubes on each rake 
at l/S - inch increments . 
( 2) Four circumferential wake rakes (fig . 3 (f)) were placed behind 
the stator trailing edge at radii of 8 . 18, 7 . 28, 6 . 58, and 5.73 inches 
(fig . 5) . The spacing between the tubes was approximately 0 . 05 inch. 
( 3) Two kiel probes (fig . 3 (g)) were located at the mean radius 
(r5 6 . 933 in . ) and spaced to split the stator -blade passage in thirds 
(fig . 5) . 
All the instruments descr i bed wer e calibrated for the effects of 
flow angle and Mach number in a free jet, and when necessary all readings 
wer e corr ected for these effects . Ina smuch as the rotor - and stator -
outlet s urvey stations were located in constant -area por tions of the 
l _______ _ 
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annulus, no corrections were made for the effects of radial flows on the 
survey measurements . Pressures were measured by manometers containing 
tetrabromoethane , and the thermocouple potentials were measured with a 
potentiometer balanced witn a spotlight galvanometer. 
Reliability. - In general, the evaluation of the specific accuracy 
or reliability of each particular measurement is an extremely difficult 
task. In addition to the usual errors involved in the sensing device, 
t he recording apparatus, the calibration, and the reading process, which 
are to some extent amenable to quantitative evaluation, errors or dis -
crepancies undoubtedly exist in compressor measurements because of in-
terference and unsteady-flow effects. The orders of magnitude of these 
latter effects, in the present state of knowledge, are largely unknown. 
In order to minimize interference effects and measurement errors intro -
duced by the finite size of instruments, all probes ( see fig . 3 ) were 
designed with small frontal area . Some quantitative information about 
the effects of probe size on the accuracy of measurements can be found 
in reference 4 . 
The most reasonable evaluations of the reliability of the measure-
ments are believed to be the comparisons between integrated weight flows 
computed from the survey data and weight flows determined by means of 
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the inlet orifice, and the comparisons between temperature-rise and mo -
mentum efficiencies . For all test points, the integrated weight flows 
determined from data taken at station 2 (upstream of the rotor) agr~ed 
within 1 percent with the orifice weight flows, while the integrateq 
weight flows for the rotor - and stator - outlet stations agreed within 2 
percent with the weight flows as determined from the orifice measure-
ments. As usual in single - stage compressor tests, the mass-averaged 
rotor momentum efficiencies were not greater than 2.5 percent higher t~an 
the mass-averaged rotor temperature -rise efficiencies. A comparatively 
higher momentum efficiency is to be expected, because the calcu+ation 
of the actual work done based on the momentum concept does not include 
the work required to overcome the effects of the casing viscous drag 
forces (which appear in the measured temperature rise). Although 
random errors could conceivably be mutually cancelling and produce good 
weight-flow and efficiency checks, the continued appearance of satis-
factory comparisons in an investigation may be accepted statistically 
as evidence of reliable measurements. 
Procedure 
For the survey tests of the transonic, axial-flow compressor stage, 
only two rotor corrected tip speeds were i nvestigated: Ut/~ = 1000 feet 
per second (design) and 800 feet per second . At each of these blade 
speeds, the stage was tested at five, different, corrected specific 
weight flows selected to cover the range of operation of the stage . 
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During the running of each test point, complete surveys of angles, total 
pressures, and static pressures were taken as described in the Instru-
mentation section of this repc~t . 
The inlet total pressure ( depression tank) was held at 20 inches of 
mercury absolute, and the inlet total temperature varied between 790 and 
850 F for the different test points . The blade tip speed was maintained 
constant within 1 percent of the desired values by an electronic speed 
control . At these inl et conditions and Uti VB = 1000 feet per second, 
the average rotor -blade - chord Reynolds number (for the weight -flow range 
covered) was 1 . 044XI06 at the tip of the rotor and O. 748 Xl06 at the hub. 
For the tests at Uti VB = 800 feet per second, the average Reynolds 
numbers were 0 . 87lX I06 at the tip and 0 . 620Xl06 at the hub . 
Computations 
The various equations and terms used in computing the blade - element 
and over - all perfor mance of the stage are pr esented in the appendixes. 
APPROACH 
The basic design procedure for an axi al- flow compressor stage in-
volves two major phases : (1) the determination of the velocity diagrams 
which will produce the desired performance (pressure ratio, weight flow, 
and efficiency) and (2) the selection of the blading which will produce 
the desired outlet conditions (veloc ities, angl es, and work input). In 
general, the complete compressor blade is constructed by a r adial stack-
ing of individual blade sections or elements. 
The establishment of the design outlet conditions by a blade row 
,vill depend on the turni.ng angles and losses (efficiency) of the blade 
sections or elements and the requirements of radial equilibrium and con-
tinuity for the annulus . Loss and turning - angle characteristics as 
functions of the blade incidence angle for given blade shapes are gen -
erally obtained from stationary- or rotating - cascade data. For con-
ventional inlet stages, the concept of simple radial equilibrium 
( darn __ pVgre
2
) ~ has been found to be a satisfactory description of the 
equilibrium conditions for design purposes. Furthermore, for inlet 
s t ages, the flow in the annulus can be di vide d into two separate r e -
gions: the free-stream (low- loss) region covering the major portion of 
the blade height , and the relatively smaller boundary-layer (high- loss) 
r egion a t the end walls. Since current design calculations consider 
only t he fr ee-st ream conditions in determining the outlet-fl ow distribu-
t i ons, account must be taken of the reduced weight flow occurring in the 
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wall boundary-layer regions. For convenience, an area blockage factor 
is applied to the continuity e~uation to compute the annulus area re-
~uired to pass the design mass flow and produce the desired free-stream 
flow conditions . 
The approach used in the analysis given in this report was directed 
primarily toward supplying basic information required for the design of 
similar axial-flow compressor stages. Conse~uently, the description of 
the flow characteristics of both the rotor- and stator-blade rows for 
9 
the operating range of this stage will be presented in the following 
manner: (1) the inlet conditions to the blade rows (to establish inlet 
angles and Mach numbers), ( 2) the blade-element characteristics as a 
function of the blade incidence angle (to establish turning angles and 
losses), (3) the radial distribution of flow properties leaving the blade 
rows including wall boundary-layer blockage factors and radial equilib-
rium, and (4) the mass-averaged performance (efficiency and total-pressure 
ratio) . 
RarOR PERFORMANCE 
Inlet Conditions 
All computations of inlet conditions were made with the absolute 
inlet velocity considered axial in direction (no inlet guide vanes). 
Preliminary surveys at the rotor inlet revealed no evidence of any in-
let rotation. 
As mentioned in reference 1, account was taken in the rotor deoign 
for a radial variation of inlet velocity induced by curvature of the hub 
contour and the inlet bellmouth. In figure 6 is shown the measured ra-
dial variation of inlet absolute Mach number plotted as the ratio of Mach 
number to mean-radius Mach number . The design radial variation is also 
shown. Except for the hub region, the assumed variation agrees closely 
with the measured inlet Mach number gradients. It is also noted that a 
change in tip speed from 1000 to 800 feet per second appeared to have 
very little effect on the radial variation of inlet absolute Mach number, 
although a decrease in the gradient is observed at the lower weight flows 
for each tip speed. 
The measured and design radial variations of inlet relative Mach 
number and inlevrelative air angle are shown in figures 7 and 8, respec-
tively. Blade angles at the rotor inlet are also shown in figure 8. At 
a tip speed of 1000 feet per second, the data at a corrected specific 
weight flow of 27.8 lb/(sec)(sq ft) Were taken as representative of the 
peak-efficiency operation of the stage. When the data measured at peak 
efficiency are compared with the desigQ flow conditions (design weight 
flow is 29.6 lb/(sec)(sq ft)), it is noted that (1) the mean-radius 
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absolute Mach number at the rotor inlet is 0.S34 (design value is 0.60), 
(2) the relative inlet Mach numbers are about O.OS lower than the design 
values (fig. 7), and (3) the relative inlet air angles are about c.So 
higher than the design values (fig. 8). Figure 8 shows also that the 
rotor operated with a radial variation of incidence angle which was some-
what greater than the design variation. 
The effects of neglecting the radial variation of absolute inlet 
Mach number were investigated by calculating the relative air angles 
which would exist if the inlet absolute velocity were assumed constant 
over the radius. Again with Ut/~ = 1000 feet per second and 
WJi9/0Af = 27.8 Ib/(sec)(s~ ft) as the basis for comparison) it was found 
that) with a constant inlet absolute velocity) the relative air angles 
would be 20 higher than the measured values at the tip and 20 lower at 
the hub. Angle differences of this magnitude may be important in the 
proper setting of the rotor blades for high Mach number operation. 
Blade-Element Characteristics 
Blade elements as used in the presentation of the data and the de-
scription of the blade geometry are defined as those sections of a bla de 
which lie on s~ream surfaces of revolution formed by rotating meridional 
streamlines about the compressor axis. For simplicity) it ha s been found 
satisfactory for this rotor to assume that the flow across each blade row 
occurs along conic surfaces with the ratio of stream tube height (radial 
distance between streamlines) to radial passage height (rt - rh) remain-
ing constant at inlet and outlet. Thus, at all measuring stations, 
r - rh 
------- = constant, where r is the radius at which the streamline in-
rt - rh 
tersects the plane of measurement. 
Selection of performance parameters. - In general design usage, 
blade sections at various radial positions are selected to produce the 
change in direction of the air flow (turning angle) re~uired by the 
blade-row velocity diagram with a minimum of total-pressure loss at the 
particular design condition. The turning angle (or deviation angle) and 
loss characteristics of individual blade elements therefore constitute 
the basic design properties of a given blade section. Another signifi-
cant factor in the blade-element performance is the ratio of outlet to 
inlet axial velOCity. With the turning angle and the axial velocity 
ratio known, the rotor work input (change in absolute tangential veloc-
ity) is determined; and from the loss data , the element efficiency and 
the total-pressure ratio are then obtained. Although in low-speed two-
dimensional cascades the axial velocity r at io is approximately 1, it 
may not generally be the case in the compressor configuration. Changes 
in axial velocity ratio over the compressor operating range may exert 
~-------
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significant effects on stage performance. Furthermore, in analyzing the 
blade-element losses, it is desirable to include the effects of blade 
loading and relative inlet Mach number. 
Accordingly, the principal blade- element characteristics for the 
analysis were considered to be the variations with incidence angle of 
(1) air turning angle eO, (2) outlet deviation angle 0°, (3) relative 
total-pressure loss coefficient ~ (eq. (A7), appendix A), (4) ratio 
of outlet to inlet axial velocity Vz 4/ Vz 3 (measure of deviation of , , 
the velocity diagram from the two -dimensional incompressible-flow config-
uration), (5) work coefficient 6H/Ut 2 (a nondimensional temperature 
rise, eq. (B2), appendix B), (6) adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency 
~b (e~. (Al), appendix A), (7) diffusion factor DR (a blade-loading 
parameter described in ref. 5), and (8) relative inlet Mach number M3 '. 
The large number of parameters used was believed desirable in order to 
present a more complete evaluation and analysis of the element flow. 
Furthermore, the complete velocity diagrams for each element can be re-
constructed from the information supplied. 
Rotor-blade-element characteristics were determined at five stream-
line positions at radii spaced equally across the passage. A summary 
table of the geometry of each rotor-blade element is presented in table 
I. The end radial positions (4 and 8) were outside of the wall boundary 
layers. Blade-element characteristics were not determined in the wall 
boundary-layer regions because of the breakdown of the blade-element 
concept in these regions. The basic blade-element characteristics of 
these five rotor sections are shown in figure 9, and a detailed analysis 
of the variations of blade-element total-pressure loss, air turning 
angle, work coeffiCient, and efficiency will be presented subsequently. 
Relative total-pressure loss coefficient. - In general, for a given 
compressor blade element, the loss in total pressure across the element 
is a function primarily of the blade loading (suction-surface velocity 
gradients) as it affects the surface boundary-layer growth, the relative 
inlet Mach number (compress ibility effects), and the local three-
dimensional flows (end effects and secondary flows). For the transonic 
compressor, the primary concern lies in the compressibility effects. 
Compressibility affects rotor losses in two principal ways: (1) by in-
creasing the blade loading and (2) by causing shock waves with possible 
boundary-layer separation. (Losses associated with the external wave 
patterns and t~ shock entropy rise are generally quite small in the 
transonic range.) The effects of compressibility in increasing the 
suction-surface velocity gradients (blade loading) and consequently the 
surface boundary-layer growth for isolated airfoil sections are well 
known from the typical gradual increases in drag coefficient with inlet 
Mach number (up t o the limiting value). In the compressor configura-
tion, the compressibility effects on b~ade loading may be more pronounced 
l 
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than for the isolated airfoil inasmuch as both the turning angle and 
the axial velocity ratio across the element may vary with inlet Mach num-
ber. 
The second compressibility effect, that of shock losses, occurs when 
the local shock waves on the blade surfaces become sufficiently strong to 
cause a separation of the surface boundary layer behind the shock. The 
presence of shock-induced separation losses is generally indicated by a 
relatively sharp rise in the magnitude of the losses. The inlet Mach 
number at which the sharp rise in loss occurs is referred to as the lim-
iting Mach number . In the analysis of rotor-blade-element losses, there -
fore, attention will be directed toward discussing both compressibility 
effects and obtaining design information such as best incidence angle, 
range, and limiting values of loading. The analysis is conducted in 
terms of a total-pressure loss coefficient taken relative to the rotating-
blade element as developed in reference 5 and appendix A. 
The computed variations of rotor relative total-pres sure loss coef-
ficient with incidence angle shown in figure 9 are typical of the loss 
characteristics of airfoil sections in general . Near the tip of the ro-
tor (fig. 9(a)), two major changes in the loss characteristics occur 
as the compressor tip speed (and consequently relative inlet Mach num-
ber) is increased from 800 to 1000 feet per second, namely, a decrease 
in the lOW-loss range of incidence angle, particularly on the low-
incidence side, and a marked rise in minimum loss coefficient. The sharp 
rise in loss coefficient at low incidence angles is also observed at a 
radius of 7.515 inches (fig. 9(b)). However, at least for the range 
covered, there appears to be little change in loss-incidence variations 
for the sections between t he hub and mean radii as the speed is increased. 
The effect of increasing the inlet Mach number on reducing the low-
loss range of the element at low-incidence angles is not surprising, be -
cause results of tests of a similar blade section in a tWo - dimensional 
cascade revealed a similar effect . The loss characteristics of a double 
circular-arc blade section in cascade operated over a range of inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.8 reported in reference 6 are shown in figure 10 for 
comparison . The sharp increase of the losses at low-incidence angles is 
believed due to the effects of a rapid acceleration of the flow about 
the leading edge on the pressure surface (with resulting shock formation 
and flow separation) and to possible choking of the blade passage . As 
in the case of the cascade section, the inlet Mach number had a con-
siderably smaller effect on the range of the rotor l os s curve for high-
incidence angles (fig. 9(a)). 
It is also noted that , according t o the high Mach number loss char-
acteristics of several other profile shapes reported in r eference 6, the 
profiles whose points of maximum thickness occurred closer to the lead-
ing edge (British C4 thickness distribution on a circular-arc mean line) 
<'-"-~-'-- -~~- "- - - ~ ---- --
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show a considerably shorter range on the high-incidence-angle side as well 
as on the low side. The profile thickness distribution may therefore have 
a significant effect on rotor characteristics in the transonic range of 
operation. 
In view of the relatively narrow range of operation of the high Mach 
number elements, it is necessary to determine the design (minimum-loss) 
incidence angle of the element within close limits. For the transonic 
rotor investigated, minimum loss occurred at an incidence angle of 20 in 
the tip region and at about 60 in the hub region. The incidence values 
used in the rotor design were 20 and 40 near tip and hub, respectively. 
Furthermore, it is also deSirable to account for the effects of possible 
radial gradients of inlet velocity on the design relative inlet air 
angle. As mentioned in the Inlet Conditions section, an error of about 
20 in the relative air inlet angle would have resulted in the tip region 
if the radial variation of the inlet absolute velocity had not been in-
cluded in the design . 
In determining the minimum- loss incidence angle over a range of in-
let Mach numbers, it should be noted that a tendency exists for the 
minimum-loss point to shift several degrees to higher values of inci-
dence angle as the rotor tip speed is increased from 800 to 1000 feet 
per second. Although a design-point shift in the transonic range is not 
conclusively demonstrated by the limited data presented for this rotor 
or by the cascade data of reference 6, unpublished data taken at the 
Lewis and Langley laboratories have shown this effect to exist. 
Blade loading . - Although a strong temptation exists to attribute 
the increase of the general loss level in the tip region at 1000 feet 
per second (fig. 9(a)) to possible shock losses at the higher level of 
inlet Mach number, it must be recognized that the blade loading on the 
element is also increased at the higher tip speed. (The blade loading in 
the two-dimensional cascade configuration (fig. 10) remains approximately 
constant over the Mach number range.) Inasmuch as blade-element losses 
are generally influenced by both blade loading and shock losses, it is 
therefore desirable to attempt to evaluate the relative effects of the 
increases of the two quantities. 
A recently developed parameter which effectively serves to correlate 
blade-element losses with blade loading at design incidence angle in the 
absence of shock losses is the diffusion factor D presented in refer-
ence 5. The diffusion factor serves as a rough measure of the element 
suction-surface velocity gradient and as such indicates the blade-element 
loading. In terms of the rotor velocity diagram, the diffusion factor is 
given by 
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In reference 5, data from a large number of single-stage axial-flow com-
pressors were shown to exhibit similar variations of blade-element loss 
with diffusion factor in the good (low-loss) range of incidence angle. 
The variation of blade-element total-pressure loss coefficient with 
diffusion factor in the low-loss range of incidence at the five principal 
radial survey positions is shown in figure 11. In order to permit a 
comparison with the tip-region data of reference 5, which were obtained 
for points located about 10 to 12 percent of the passage height from the 
outer wall, an additional plot of loss coefficient against diffusion 
factor is presented in figure ll(a) for an outlet radius of 8.300 inches 
(about 11 percent from tip). The range of the loss-against-diffusion-
factor data reported in reference 5 for rotors operating below their 
critical inlet Mach numbers is also shown by the dashed lines in fig-
ure ll(a) for blade elements in the tip region. 
From figures ll(a) and (b) it is seen that the data from the tests 
fall within the limits of the data of reference 5, and the data for both 
tip speeds lie on a common curve of loss against diffusion factor . 
Therefore, in reference to the loss variation of figure 9(a) (r4 = 8 . 098 
in.), the increase in the minimum loss at 1000 feet per second over the 
minimum loss at 800 feet per second can be accounted for by the increased 
diffusion factor at the higher speed. It may be concluded, therefore, 
that at the Mach number level of the investigation (up to 1.04), the 
shock waves on the blade surfaces at the minimum-loss incidence angles 
do not yet appear to be sufficiently strong to cause a large increase in 
loss. 
It is also interesting to note that although the rotor pressure 
ratio and relative inlet Mach number in the tip region (about 1.55 and 
1.04, respectively) are considerably greater than corresponding values 
in conventional subsonic designs , the actual blade-loading levels (as 
described by the diffusion factor) and los's-coefficient levels in this 
region at design incidence angle are not substantially different from 
those in many subsonic designs (ref. 5 ) • 
. 
Rotor-blade-element losses for the sections between the hub and mean 
radii (figs. ll(d) to (f)), have ~uite a different variation with diffu-
sion factor than those for the tip section (fig. ll(a)). In fact, the 
rotor data for these sections show an agreement with the trend of the 
two-dimensional cascade losses . . Comparison of the loss - coefficient 
variations with diffusion factor at the region between the mean and tip 
radii (figs. ll (a) to (d)) demonstrates the effect of radial location of 
the blade section on the losses . In addition to the profile loss (the 
I 
I 
.~ 
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the losses. In addition to the profile loss (the major influence at the 
mean section), the element loss near the tip also includes three-
dimensional effects such as tip - clearance leakage and casing friction. 
Deviation and turning angle . - On figure 9, both the turning-angle 
and the deviation- angle characteristics of the five rotor-blade elements 
are shown plotted against incidence angle . Both angle parameters are 
presented because either Quantity can be used for analysis. The figure 
shows that the turning- angle variation is essentially linear with the 
incidence angle, as expected from cascade test results. Although there 
is some doubt about the angle data for the lowest incidence points at 
Ut/Je = 1000 and 800 feet per second, the measured deviation angles are 
essentially constant with incidence angle, as might be expected from 
two-dimensional cascade performance at these high levels of solidity. 
For the two rotor-blade speeds investigated, the turning (or deviation) 
angles do not appear to vary with the changes in inlet Mach number and 
axial velocity ratio attending the change in wheel speed. Inasmuch as 
the transonic rotor -blade elements do not correspond to any fixed or 
standard camber shape (e.g . , circular arc, parabolic, etc.), it was not 
possible to compare the deviation -angle characteristics of the rotor 
with an available design rule. 
Work coefficient . - In order to place the temperature-rise variation 
on a nondimensional basis, an actual work coefficient 6H/U~ (defined by 
eQ. (B2), appendix B) is sometimes used for the correlation of the per-
formance data of a given stage operating over a range of blade speeds 
and as a tool for stage matching analysis . Reference 7 gives an example 
of the use of the work coefficient and presents a relation which expresses 
the dependence of the work coefficient on the velocity diagram. It is 
stated (ref. 7) that the condition of geometrically similar velocity dia-
grams at all blade speeds is sufficient to insure that the work coeffi-
cient will not vary with blade speed for a given value of flow coefficient 
(defined as the ratio of rotor - inlet axial velocity to wheel speed). 
In figure 9(a) (tip element), the plot of actual work coefficient 
against incidence angle (incidence angle can be directly related to flow 
coefficient as in eQ. (B8), appendix B) shows that, at a given value of 
flow coefficient in the low- loss range, the actual work coefficient does 
become greater in this case as the blade speed is increased from 800 to 
1000 feet per second . It can also be noted that this difference persists 
at the other rotor -blade sections (figs. 9(b) to (e)) but becomes pro-
gressively smaller for the sections nearer the hub . 
In looking for reasons for the differences in the work-coefficient 
level and the radial variation of the difference, recourse was made to 
eQuation (B7), appendix B. It can be seen for these rotor-blade elements 
(with r4/r3 = constant, ~3 = 0, and with no change in deviation angle 
__ 1 
l_ 
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with blade speed, ~4' = constant) that the only variables affecting the 
work coefficient in equation (B7) are the flow coefficient ~ and the 
axial velocity ratio Vz 4/Vz 3. At all blade sections (fig. 9), the , , 
axial velocity ratio decreased with an increase in the blade speed; and, 
at a given value of flow coefficient, a decrease in the axial velocity 
ratio will increase the level of the work coefficient (see eq. (B7), 
appendix B). However, since the rotor-outlet relative air angle ~4' 
becomes smaller for the blade elements closer to the hub, the effect of 
the change in axial velocity ratio on increasing the change in Va will 
be reduced (eq. (B7)). Thus, near the hub, there is no appreciable in-
crease in the work-coefficient level with blade speed (fig. 9(e)). The 
decrease in the axial velocity ratio with an increase in blade speed is 
due to the compressibility effects on the density ratio, which become 
quite pronounced at the high inlet Mach number and pressure-ratio levels 
experienced with the transonic compressor. The effect of axial velocity 
ratio also caused the increased loadings (diffusion factors) at the high-
er blade speed, as shown in figure 9. 
The foregoing discussion makes it apparent that the design axial 
velocity ratio must be closely obtained in the actual case if this type 
of compressor is to operate with the desired energy input and efficiency. 
Furthermore, should the actual axial velocity be different from the de-
sign value, the work coefficient and the diffusion factor will show a 
greater variation from the design conditions at the tip of the rotor t han 
at the hub for compressor rotors of this geometry (decreasing rotor-
outlet relative angle from tip to hub). 
Efficiency. - The resultant rotor-blade-element efficiency is a 
function of the magnitudes of the relative total-pressure loss coeffi-
cient , the work input, and the relative inlet Mach number as indicated 
by equation (A8), appendix A. For the two sections nearest the tip 
(figs. 9(a) and (b)), the maximum efficiency at Ut/18 = 1000 feet per 
second decreased only slightly from that at 800 feet per second, because 
the increased losses were partly counterbalanced by an increased work-
input level. For the other sections, there was no substantial variation 
with speed of the losses, work level, or efficiency for the two blade 
speeds investigated. 
At a given blade speed, the variation of blade-element efficiency 
with incidence angle and the value of incidence angle at which the peak 
efficiency occurs will depend on the trends of loss and work input with 
incidence angle. Generally, the peak-efficiency incidence angle is s ome-
what greater than the lowest-loss incidence angle; however, for t hese 
elements (fig. 9), the two angles are practically coincident since the 
variation of work input with incidence is not great in the low-loss 
ranges. 
--~ -- -- -- -- --- --
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Outlet Conditions 
Pressure ratio. - In figure 12 are several examples of the radial 
variation of the rotor total-pressure ratio for both tip speeds. With 
the exception of the pressure-ratio gradient at the highest weight flow 
for ut/ife = 1000 feet per second) all the radial pressure-ratio varia-
tions exhibit similar trends of a radially increasing pressure ratio. 
17 
A rotor pressure ratio of as high as 1.58 was obtained in the tip region 
at the higher tip speed. At Ut/Ne = 1000 feet per second) there is a 
greater radial gradient of total-pressure ratio than at 800 feet per 
second because) as mentioned previously in the Blade-Element Character-
istic section) the blade-element work coefficient increases more rapidly 
near the tip with increasing speed than near the hub (fig. 9). The cus-
tomary sharp reduction in total-pressure ratio from the free-stream 
values is observed in the inner - and outer-wall boundary-layer regions. 
Compared with the other weight flows) the variation of the total-
pressure ratio in the tip region for the highest weight-flow point at 
Ut /1B = 1000 feet per second in figure 12 is a reflection of the reduced 
efficiency obtained in the tip region. 
Absolute flow angle. - In figure 13 are the radial variations of the 
absolute rotor-outlet air -flow angles (stator-inlet angle) for three 
weight flows at each tip speed. In general) all the curves show a slight 
reduction in angle in the main region of the flow as the radius is in-
creased. The sharp increase in outlet angle at the blade ends is the 
result of the reduced axial velocity components and secondary flows in 
the wall boundary-layer regions. The general similarity of the outlet-
angle variations is to be expected inasmuch as (except for the low 
weight-flow point at Ut/4B = 800 ft/sec) the radial variations of the 
blade-element deviation angle and the axial velocity ratio are similar 
over the range of incidence angles (fig. 9). At the low weight-flow 
point at Ut/N'e = 800 feet per second) the rising outle t angle in the 
upper half of the annulus is a reflection of the reduced axial velocity 
ratio resulting from the stalled operation in the tip region at this 
weight flow (see loss and axial-velocity-ratio variations at the maximum 
incidence angle shown in fig. 9). 
Mach numbers. - The radial variations of relative and absolute 
rotor-outlet Mach numbers for both tip speeds are presented in figure 14. 
With the exception of the highest weight-flow point at ut/ifS = 1000 feet 
per second) the absolute Mach number is essentially constant across the 
passage except for the sharp falloff in the wall boundary-layers . Fur-
ther evidence of a high-incidence-angle) tip stalling condition at 
W r{e/'OAr = 20.1 Ib/(sec)(sq ft) and ut/iffi = 800 feet per second is shown 
by comparison of the relative Mach number variation at this point with 
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the variations at the other weight flows at both tip speeds. The Mach 
number levels leaving the rotor should offer no Mach number problems 
with the use of a conventional stator section behind this rotor. 
Efficiency. - The radial variations of the blade-element temperature-
rise efficiency (eq. (Al), appendix A) are shown in figure 15 for both 
blade speeds. For each weight flow at UtlifB = 1000 feet per second 
(figs. 15(a) to (c)), the efficiency decreased from a maximum value lo-
cated between the hub and mean radii to a lower value near the tip. The 
i~luence of the wall boundary layers is again evidenced by the rapid 
falloff of efficiency near both the inner and outer walls (fig. 15). 
Figure 15 (and fig. 9) shows that the blade-element efficiency near 
the tip varies over a wide range of values with changes in weight flow 
(or incidence angle); whereas the blade-element efficiency ·for the other 
rotor-blade sections remains relatively constant over the weight-flow 
range covered. These effects can be traced to the higher levels of inlet 
Mach number and the blade-loading characteristics of the blade elements 
near the rotor tip as explained in the Blade-Element Characteristics sec-
tion. Also at W4B/oAf = 20.1 lb/(sec)(sq ft) and Ut/ifS = 800 feet per 
second (figs. 15(d) to (e)), there was a rather low efficiency near the 
rotor tip, which is another indication of the stalling condition already 
discussed. Therefore, it can be concluded from the results given in fig-
ure 15 that the over-all efficiency characteristics of t he rotor will be 
governed largely by the characteristics of the tip section. In refer-
ence 8, a similar conclusion is reached for several, typical, subsonic 
inlet stages. 
Radial equilibrium. - In computing the velocity diagrams for the 
initial design of the transonic rotor, radial variations of velocity and 
air-flow angle at the rotor outlet were determined on the basis of simple 
radial equilibrium of pressure as given by the equation 
(2) 
The derivation of equation (2) requires the assumptions that (ref: 9) 
(1) the flow is axially symmetriC, (2) the viscous shear forces are zero, 
(3) the radial velocities are zero, and (4) the accelerations due to 
streamline curvature are zero. In order to evaluate the validity of the 
simple equilibrium assumptions for transonic rotors of this type, a com-
parison was made between the survey-measured radial static-pressure var-
iations and a calculated variation obtained from equation (2) in the f orm 
I r PV~ p-p = -dr ref r gr 
ref 
(3) 
• 
P, 
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The mechanics of the calculation consisted in first assuming a radial 
static-pressure variation which passes through the measured value of 
static pressure at the outer wall; second, computing the integrand of 
e ~uation (3) at five radial positions corresponding to the five stream-
line positions from the assumed static pressures and the measured abso-
lute air angles, total pressures, and total temperatures; and third, 
numerically integ~ating e~uation (3) to determine a new static-pressure 
variation. This new static-pressure variation was then used in the 
second trial, and the preceding process was repeated until the calculated 
static-pressure variation agreed with the trial variation. One or two 
iterations were usually sufficient to produce a solution. Continuity of 
weight flow can then be satisfied by means of adjustment of the value of 
the ref erence static pre ssure Pref. 
The comparison between survey-measured radial variation of static 
pressure and computed simple radial-e~uilibrium variations at the rotor 
out l et (station 4) are shown in figure 16 for both tip speeds. The re-
sults of the comparison of figure 16 show very good agreement between 
t he actual and comput ed static-pressure variations in the high-efficiency 
range of operation. The good agreement is to be expected, however, in 
view of t he low aspect rat i o of the blading (about 1.2) and the large 
axial spacing between blade rows. A relatively poor comparison (probably 
due to instrument error) is obtained in the tip region at the stalled 
weight -flow point of Wife/OAf = 20.1 Ib/( sec)(sq ft) at 800 feet per 
second. For the high weight -flow runs, the computed gradients evidence 
a slight departure from the measured values in the hub region. It is 
expected that the effects of the neglected terms, the streamline curva-
ture and the radial velocity, may assume importance in the hub region 
because of the hub curvature and the high velocities existing at the 
high weight flows. In view of the results of figure 16, the use of the 
condition of simple radial e~uilibrium appears to be a satisfactory 
assumption in the design of transonic rotors of similar performance and 
geometry. 
Weight-flow distribution. - A comparison of the radial distributions 
of weight flow in the annulus before and after the rotor is shown in. 
figure 17. In view of the particular interest in possible weight-flow 
shifts in the transonic region of operation, curves were presented for 
only the high weight -flow points at Ut/~ = 1000 feet per second. The 
pVzr (rt - rh) 
ordinate and the abscissa, percentage of radial 
Po laO 1 (rt - rh 2) 
" , blade height, were used in order to factor out the differences in passage 
height at the inlet and the outlet and to offer a better visual compari-
son of the weight-flow distributions at the two measuring stations. The 
continuity equation and the streamline definition given in the descrip-
tion of the rotor-blade elements were employed to derive the ordinate for 
figure 17. 
" 
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Figure 17(a) represents the highest rotor-inlet relative Mach num-
ber test point taken during this survey investigation, and figure 17(b) 
shows the data measured at approximately 'peak- efficiency operation of the 
rotor. For figure l7(a), relative inlet Mach numbers of 1.0 and greater 
were obtained across about 28 percent of the passage from the outer wall . 
At both operating conditions, there are apparently no great radial shifts 
of weight flow according to information determined at measuring stations 
2 and 4. Of course, there is a slight shifting of the air flow toward 
the middle of the annulus as a result of the wall boundary layers at the 
rotor-outlet measuring station. 
Averaged Performance 
Pressure ratio and efficiency. - The mass-averaged rotor performance 
data are shown in figure 18 plotted against the corrected weight flow per 
unit frontal area (specific weight flow) as computed from the orifice 
data. Given in the plot are the mass-averaged rotor pressure ratio (eq. 
(A3), appendix A) and the mass-averaged temperature-rise efficiency (eq. 
(A2), appendix A). 
At a corrected tip speed of 800 feet per second, a peak averaged 
temperature-rise efficiency of 0.92 was attained at a corrected specific 
weight flow of 22.6 lb/(sec)(sq ft). At 1000 feet per second , the value 
of peak averaged efficiency is somewhat uncertain in view of the high 
efficiency point at W{e/Afo = 28.9 lb/(sec)(sq ft) in figure 18(b). A 
more probable efficiency variation is given by the curve faired through 
the data points in the figure. A peak rotor efficiency of about 0.91 or 
0.915 at a specific weight flow of about 28.5 lb/(sec)(sq ft) and at a 
pressure ratio of about 1.47 is indicated at 1000 feet per second. Peak 
averaged rotor pressure ratio at design speed was 1 . 50 at a weight:rlow 
of 25.5 lb/(sec)(sq ft). The latter point is very close to the unstable 
flow (stall) point of the stage at this speed. A reduction in range of 
weight flow for good operation at the higher tip speed compared with the 
lower speed is also observed. 
In examining the mass-averaged performance of t he rotor, it is con-
venient to keep in mind that the averaged performance represents a mass -
weighted summation of the performance of the individual elements of the 
.blade row. As indicated in the radial plots of performance in figure 
' 15, by far the largest variation of efficiency with weight flow occurred 
locally in the tip region of the rotor. The variations of the averaged 
performance are therefore a reflection primarily of the tip-region per -
formance of the rotor. 
Wall boundary-layer blockage factor. - The wall boundary-layer block-
age factor K is defined as the ratio of the actual weight flow passing 
through the annulus to the ideal weight flow that would result if the 
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wall boundary layers wer e not present and the free-stream f low condi tions 
were extrapo~ated t o the walls. The blockage factors were comput ed b y 
numerical integration to determine the actual and ideal weight flows . 
Upstream of the rotor , preliminary surveys indicated that the block-
age factor K2 varied with the weight flow between values of 0 .985 and 
0 . 990 for t he range of conditions investigat ed. Downstream of t he rotor, 
the boundary -layer blockage factor K4 varied with tip speed and weight 
flow a s i ndicated in the following table: 
Ut/Ne, WA/B/5Ar ' K4 
f t/sec Ib/(sec)(sq ft) 
1000 29.4 0.96 
27.8 .95 
25 . 5 .95 
800 26.4 0.97 
23.3 .96 
20.1 .93 
An average measured value of rotor- outlet blockage factor is about 0.96 
for operat ion of ~he rotor at or near peak efficiency. 
Comparison with Design 
With the results determined at peak efficiency at Ut/f19 = 1000 feet 
per second as the basis for comparison , the following differences be-
t ween the design and the actual performances can be hoted: 
Design Actual peak 
, point efficiency data 
data 
W18 BAr' Ib/(sec)(sq ft) 29. 6 28. 5 
(pJP1)av 1.35 1.47 
Efficiency 0 . 85 0.91 
In view of the ~mportance of obtaining good design control for rotors of 
thi s type , it is desirable to investigate some of the factors causing 
the di fferences between the design and the actual peak-efficiency per-
formance. 
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Weight flow. - Although the measured incidence angles at peak effi-
ciency and the design rotor incidence angles were e~ual, the peak-
efficiency weight flow was about 3.7 percent lower than the design value 
(:~ = 29.6 Ib/(sec)(s~ ft)). However, as was reported in reference 2, 
it was found that the rotor-blade-inlet angles as constructed were about 
20 higher than the re~uested design values. The blade-angle difference 
accounts for much of the difference between the peak-efficiency weight 
flow and the design weight flow. 
Pressure ratio. - Following the design procedure employed for this 
stage, agreement between the actual and the design rotor pressure rat i os 
will depend on whether or not the blade sections produce the design 
turning angles and how closely the design assumpt ions of rotor efficiency 
and outlet blockage factor agree with the actual values. Reference to 
figure 9 indicates that the actual and t he design t urning angles are 
about e~ual. However, the actual values of blockage f a ct or and effi-
ciency were 0.96 and 0.91, re spect i vely; wher eas , the design as sumptions 
were 0.92 for blockage factor and 0 .85 for efficiency. As a conse~uence , 
in order that the continuit y of weight f low be maintai ned, the actual 
ratio of rotor-inl et to -outlet axi al velocities at des i gn speed was lower 
than the design point r at io (see axi al -velocity-ratio plots on fig. 9), 
and the change in ab solut e tangent ial veloc i t y Ve was correspond i ngl y 
greater than the design va l ues. Therefore , the h igher actual work input 
and the higher actual efficiency explain why" the measured rotor total-
pressure ratio was gr eater than the design. Accurate values or assump-
tions of blockage factor, efficiency, and turning angl e appear to be 
necessary for good design control of the velocity diagrams at the 
higher levels of tota l-pressure ratio. 
Efficiency. - For this exploratory t ype of design , i t wa s necessary 
to assume the efficiency on the basis of limited loss information a nd 
results of compressor tests which were not di rectly applicab l e t o the 
transonic operating range. As more blade-element loss information of 
the type given in figures 9 and 11 becomes available, it is felt that 
better comparisons between the design and actual efficiencies of inlet-
stage compressors will result through the direct use of blade-element 
loss data in the design. 
STATOR PERFORMANCE 
The discussion and the analysis of the stator-row performance will 
follow directly along the lines of the ROTOR PERFORMANCE section. The 
stator - inlet conditions are taken as the rotor-outlet conditions at sta-
tion 4 as reported in the ROTOR PERFORMANCE section. 
.. 
,-
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Blade-Element Characteristics 
The blade elements for the stator are defined in the same manner as 
for the rotor, and the streamline radii are assumed to remain constant 
across the stator-blade row because of the constant hub radius (5 .186 in.). 
For a stationary blade row, the parameters important for the description 
of the blade characteristics are considered to be the variations with in-
cidence angle of: (1) the air turning angle eO, (2) the_outlet deviation 
angle 50, (3) the wake total-pressure loss coefficient illS (eCl. (A9), . 
appendix A), (4) the ratio of outlet to inlet axial velocity Vz ,5/Vz,4, 
( 5) the diffusion factor DS ' and (6) the inlet Mach number M4 • Blade-
element characteristics were determined for four streamline positions at 
radii corresponding to the wake -rake locations as discussed in the Instru-
mentation section . A summary table of the stator -blade-element geometry 
for the streamlines under discussion is given in table II. The basic 
blade-element characteristics of the four stator sections are presented 
in figure 19. 
Total-pressure loss coefficient . - The over -all loss in total pres-
sure experienced by the air flow in passing through a stationary blade 
row situated downstream of a rotor consists of two separate effects: 
(1) a decrease in free - stream total pressure resulting from a turbulent 
mixing of air leaving the rotor (free - stream loss), and (2) the loss in 
total pressure caused by the build- up of a boundary layer on the stator-
blade surfaces (wake loss), In view of the experimental diff iculties 
involved in the accurate determination of the free - stream loss and be-
cause of the desirability of comparing the stator losses with cascade 
data, it was decided to conduct the stator loss study on the basis of 
the wake total-pressure loss coefficient illS (eCl . (A9), appendix A). The 
wake loss is computed from the difference between the free-stream and the 
average total pressures measured at the stator outlet. The average 
stator-outlet total pressure P5 av was computed by area averaging the , 
circumferential variation of total pressure P5 . An example of one of 
these circumferential variat i ons as measured by the stator-outlet instru-
ments is shown in figure 20. 
The variation of the wake loss coefficient with incidence angle for 
the four stator-blade elements (fig . 19) follows a trend similar to the 
loss variation for a typical airfoil section in cascade at comparable 
levels of inlet Mach number . The cascade data for an airfoil section 
Cluite similar in appearance to the stator sections appear s in figure 10, 
and the general similarity between the loss characteristics of the stator 
and cascade configurations can be seen. There apparently is a change in 
the stator-loss-coefficient variation with incidence angle which depends 
on the radial location of the i ndividual blade elements. For example, 
near the outer casing (fig . 19(a)) the ~os s -coefficient variation with 
I 
I 
\ 
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incidence presents a relatively shallow curve (wide incidence range), 
while comparatively, the loss variation near the hub (fig. 19(d)) is 
steep. An explanation for this feature might be found in the belief that 
the three-dimensional flows in a stator row tend to concentrate low-
energy air at the annulus hub. 
By comparison of the data measured for the two tip speeds, it can 
be noted that there apparently is no effect of inlet Mach number level on 
the form and magnitude of the stator - element wake loss coefficients for 
the range of data given . Because the change in Mach number level with 
speed is small (fig. 19) and because the measured Mach numbers are below 
the limiting Mach number for these sections, little influence from Mach 
n~ber effects should be expected (note fig. 10 for comparison with cas-
cade results). 
The test results (fig. 19) indicate a value of about zero for the 
stator minimum-loss incidence angle, and this incidence angle occurred 
approximately at peak-efficiency operation of the rotor at design speed. 
Blade loading. - Further comparison of the stator-blade-element 
losses vTith cascade losses depends on informat ion concerning the blade-
element loading or diffusion factor DS' For the stator case, the dif-
fusion factor can be written with the use of the velocity-diagram nota-
tion given in figure 1 as 
(4) 
The computed stator diffusion factors are given in figure 19. The slight 
increase in diffusion factor at the higher speed is a reflection of the 
reduced axial velocity ratio across the blade row (outlet angle remains 
constant). As in the case of the rotor, the reduced axial velocity ratio 
at the higher-speed level is a result of the increased compressibility 
effect. 
For both blade speeds, the values of diffusion factor are less than 
0.60, which was given as an approximate loading limit for two-dimensional, 
low- speed cascades in reference 5. Comparison of the minimum stator wake 
loss coefficients with cascade airfoil data (fig. 10 and ref. 5) shows 
that these measured minimum losses agree with the cascade results. 
Turning and deviation angles. - Turning- and deviation-angle varia-
tions with incidence angle are presented in figure 19. However, these data 
must be accepted with some reservations, since the stator-outlet flow 
angles were determined for only one circumferential position located ap-
proximately midway between two blades. It is to be expected that this 
method will give a flow angle approximately equal to the true circum-
ferentially averaged value only if the blade wakes are small. 
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With the exception of the hub section (fig. 19(d)) the turning-angle 
variation with incidence angle is linear, as might be expected from cas-
cade test results. For the two levels of rotor speed investigated, the 
stator turning and deviation angles do not appear to vary with changes 
in inlet Mach numb er and axial velocity ratio as caused by the change in 
wheel speed . 
Inasmuch as the stators are circular-arc elements, a comparison be-
tween the measured deviation angles and the deviation angles computed 
with Carter 's rule for two-dimensional cascades of airfoils having a 
circular-arc mean camber line is given in figure 19. Carter's rule 
(ref. lO) is given by 
(5) 
where m is a constant which depends on the blade-setting (chord) angle. 
Figures 19(b) and (c) show that the deviation angle remains constant 
with incidence angle and that an excellent agreement exists between the 
measured and calculated deviation angles in the midspan portion of the 
blade. Near the blade ends (figs. 19(a) and (d)), the deviation angle 
varies with incidence angle and the agreement with Carter's rule is not 
good, probably because of the proximity of the annulus walls to these 
elements and the accompanying three-dimensional effects . However, it 
may also be that the single survey measured values are not represent-
ative of the average angles in these regions. 
Outlet Conditions 
Several examples of the air-flow angle and the Mach number variations 
with radius for both tip speeds are given in figures 2l and 22, respec-
tively_ The angle information was determined by a single survey probe, 
and the Mach numbers were computed from faire d static-pressure and faired 
circumferentially .averaged total-pressure data. Except for the wall 
boundary-layer regions, the angles remain essentially constant over the 
annulus height and apparently vary only slightly with wheel speed and 
weight flow. One effect of the radially increasing total energy at the 
stator outlet is represented by the radial gradient of Mach number for 
the lower weight-flow points at each tip speed (fig. 22). The variation 
of Mach number with radius at Ut/1B = 800 feet per second is smaller 
than at the higher tip speed because of the smaller energy gradient ex-
perienced at the lower tip speed. 
Radial equilibrium. - A comparison between the computed radial equi-
librium static-pressure variation and the measured static pressures is 
given in figure 23 for the stator outlet (station 5). Equation (3) was 
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employed for the computation by using a procedure similar to that de-
scribed in ROTOR PERFORMANCE. In this case, the total pressures were 
taken from faired radial variations of circumferentially averaged stator -
outlet total pressure. The agreement between the computed and the mea-
sured static -pressure variations is good and to some extent better than 
the radial equilibrium check at the rotor outlet (station 4) . It is 
possible that the effects of radial velocities and streamline curvature, 
which were neglected in equation (3), are small in this particular case 
because the hub radius is constant for approximately 3 inches ahead of 
the stator outlet. 
Weight-flow distribution and blockage factor. - The stator - outlet 
data were too limited to permit the accurate calculation of the weight-
flow distributions and the wall boundary- layer blockage factors. How-
ever, in the free - stream region there was no indication of a radial shift 
of weight flow across the stator. The stator - outlet blockage factor K5 
was estimated to be about 0.95 or slightly smaller than the value for the 
rotor outlet . 
OVER -ALL STAGE PERFORMANCE 
The average over -all stage performance was computed on the basis of 
an area average of the stator -outlet total-pr essure and total- temperature 
data. In order to make these r esults comparable with the over -all per-
formance data of reference 1, the area-averaged perf ormance was calcu-
lated by averaging the data determined at the centers of six equal-
annular areas . The temperature readings were averaged directly; however, 
the total pressures were obtained from faired radial variations . 
The area-averaged over -all stage total-pressure ratio and efficiency 
(eq. (AlO), appendix A) are shown in figure 24 plotted against the cor-
rected specific weight flow WNe/oAf as computed from the orifice mea-
surements . The mass -averaged rotor performance is shown in figure 24 to 
faci l itate the comparison between the rotor and the stage performance. 
Al so gi ven in this figure is the over -all performance for this stage, 
which was reported in reference 1 . On the whole, the over -all perform-
ance computed from the survey test data compares well with that reported 
in reference 1 . Some differences do appear in the efficiency variation, 
but these might be attributed to experimental inaccuracies and the dif-
ferent methods employed for determining the area- averaged total pres-
sures and total temperatures at the stage outlet. The weight flows mea-
sured during the survey tests appear to be about 1 to 2 percent higher 
than the results given in reference 1. The weight-flow difference may 
be due to the use of a smaller - diameter orifice for the survey tests. 
Although a comparison of the rotor and stage performance is not 
exactly correct because of the different averaging methods employed 
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(the data were insufficient to permit the computation of a mass-averaged 
performance at the stator outlet), at least an approximate idea of the 
effects of the stator losses can be determined from figure 24. Near peak 
efficiency, the stators caused a 2-percent decrease in efficiency at 
Ut/~ = 1000 feet per second; whereas, at 800 feet per second, the de-
crease is generally somewhat greater. Since the stator loss-coefficient 
level was not materially affected by the tip speed level, it would be ex-
pected that the efficiency decrease due to the stator would be slightly 
greater at Ut/~~ 800 feet per second because of the lower work level. 
Apparently, the rotor-blade characteristics and not the stator blades 
were the controlling feature with respect to the weight-flow range of 
this transonic compressor-inlet stage. 
In order to generalize the stage performance, the over-all stage 
work input data were converted to a dimensionless form 6H/U~ and this 
quantity and the stage efficiency are shown plotted in figure 25 against 
the mean-radius rotor-inlet flow coefficient (VZ3/U3)m' It can be noted 
that on an average basis, as Ivell as for the rotor-blade elements (fig. 
9), the work coefficient 6H/Ut is higher at Ut/~ = 1000 feet per 
second than at Ut/~ = 800 feet per second. The variations of stage 
efficiency with the mean-radius flow coefficient again indicate the re-
duction in the incidence-angle range which occurred at the higher Mach 
numbers. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The following results were obtained from the survey tests of an ex-
perimental, transonic, axial-flow compressor inlet stage operating at 
corrected tip speeds of 1000 and 800 feet per second: 
Analysis of the rotor-blade-row performance indicated that 
1. A radial variation of absolute velocity existed at the rotor in-
let. An error of 20 in the incidence angle would have existed at the 
rotor tip if the gradient of inlet velocity had been neglected for the 
design. 
2. For the rotor tip section, a reduction in the low-loss range of 
incidence angle, particularly on the low-incidence Side, was noted for 
the higher tip speed (inlet relative Mach numbers about 1.04). The re-
duced range is consistent with high-speed, two-dimensional cascade data. 
3. In the tip region of the rotor, the magnitude of the minimum loss 
was greater for the higher (design) tip speed. However, on the basis of 
the analysis presented, the increased minimum losses were attributed 
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primarily to a greater blade loading at design tip speed. Apparently at 
this level of inlet relative Mach number (1.04), shock losses were not 
yet evident. 
4 . For the hub and mean sections, little change in the loss-
incidence characteristics with tip speed (Mach number) was observed for 
the weight-flow ranges investigated. 
5 . The minimum-loss incidence angle for the blade section near the 
tip was 20 for the Mach number 'levels (1.04) experienced at a corrected 
rotor tip speed Ut/Ne of 1000 feet per second; whereas, at Ut/{e = 800 
feet per second, the minimum-loss incidence angle was somewhat lower than 
2Q . For the hub section, the minimum-loss incidence angle was about 60 
at both wheel speeds. 
6 . The turning-angle - incidence-angle variations for all sections 
were essentially linear, with little apparent effect on the turning 
angles arising from changes in axial velOCity ratio or Mach number . 
7. Because of the pronounced compressibility effects existing at 
the higher levels of pressure ratio and Mach number, the axial velocity 
ratio across the rotor decreased with an increase in the blade speed, 
causing greater magnitudes of work coefficient and diTfusion factor to 
occur at design speed. These effects were most pronounced in the tip 
region of the rotor. 
8. Rotor-outlet (or stator-inlet) Mach numbers were essentially con-
stant over the radius at a value of 0.65 for peak efficiency operation at 
ut /1e = 1000 feet per second. 
9. At Ut/ve = 1000 feet per second, the peak mass-averaged rotor 
temperature-rise efficiency of about 0.91 was attained at a corrected 
specific we ight flow W¥B/oAf of 28.5 lb/(sec)(s~ ft) with a mass-
averaged rotor total-pressure ratio of about 1. 47 . At Ut/~ = 800 feet 
per second, the peak rotor efficiency was 0.92 at W~/oAf = 22.6 
lb/(sec)(s~ ft) with a rotor total-pressure ratio of 1.28. 
Analysis of the stator-blade-row performance indicated that 
1. The stator losses were low and comparable to conventional stator 
and two-dimensional cascade losses. The minimum-loss incidence angle was 
about zero for all stator sections. 
2. With the exception of the hub section, the stator turning angles 
varied linearly with incidence angle. The measured stator deviation 
angles for two sections located near the mean radius agreed closely with 
low-speed, two - dimensional cascade deviation angles as computed from 
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Carter's rule. There was no measurable effect of changes in axial veloc -
ity ratio and Mach number level on the measured turning (or deviation) 
angles. 
Analysis of the performance of both blade rows indicated that 
1. Radial static -pressure variations computed by assuming simple 
radial equilibrium agreed with the measured distributions for both the 
rotor-outlet and the stator-outlet stations. 
2. At the Mach number levels experiencea during the survey tests} 
there occurred no significant shifts in the weight-flow distribution 
across the rotor- and stator-blade rows. 
3. The weight -flow range of the stage was controlled by the rotor-
blade-row characteristics. 
4. The important factors necessary for obtaining design control for 
similar stages were found to be: blade-element loss and turning-angle 
data} minimum-loss incidence angles} and wall boundary-layer blockage 
factors at the inlet and outlet of each blade row. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland} Ohio} July 20} 1953 
----~ 
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APPENDIX A 
ROTOR EFFICI ENCY AND LOSS TERMS 
Blade- element temperature -rise efficiency. - The adiabatic 
temperature -rise efficiency a cross a rotor-blade element is defined as 
the ratio of isentropic work input to actual work input based on total-
temperature rise or 
(AI) 
Mass-averaged temperature-rise efficiency. - The average temperature-
rise efficiency for the rotor was computed as the ratio of the mass-
weighted isentropic power input to the actual mass -weighted power input 
computed from the temperature rise across the r ot or. The equation is 
(A2) 
Mass - averaged total-pressure ratio. - The mass-averaged rotor total-
pressure ratio was computed from the mass -weighted average isentropic 
power input by using the following equation: 
(A3) 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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Rotor relative total-pressure loss coefficient. - For the purposes 
of analysis of basic loss characteristics and the comparison of compres-
sor rotor losses with the results of cascade tests, the blade-element 
relative total-pressure loss is more significant than the efficiency, 
which is a function of the work input level and the loss combined. The 
rotor relative total-pressure loss coefficient is defined as (ref. 5) 
pI _ P , 
4,ideal 4 
P3 ' - P3 
(A4) 
Then, dividing by P3 ', factoring, and substituting the Mach number func-
tion for P3/P3' yield 
_ (P4') ~ = PI 
3 ideal 
(A5) 
As shown in reference 6, the ratio P4 '/P3 ' can be written in terms of 
the absolute total-temperature and -pressure ratios as follows: 
_ -L 
(P') (P') (P)(T) y-l P: ' = P:' ideal \1': T: - (A6) 
Then the definition for rotor relative total-pressure-loss coefficient 
becomes 
_L 
~ (~4') 
= \P3 ' ideal 
) ) 
y-l 
- (:: (~~ 1.0 
(A7) 
1.0-
The ideal relative tqtal~pressure ratio (P4 '/P3')ideal is a function 
of the element wheel speed and the change in radius across the blade 
L 
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element. For these survey tests, the largest value of (P4'/P3')ideal 
encountered is 1.063 for the hub section at Ut/{e = 1000 feet per sec-
ond. Therefore (P4/P3)ideal was assumed constant at 1.0 for the cal-
culations of rotor relative total -pressure loss, because the resulting 
error is small compared with the usual experimental errors. Then, by 
combining equations (Al) and (A7), and with (P4 '/P3 ')ideal z 1 . 00, the 
rotor-blade -element efficiency can be expressed as 
- 1.0 
(A8) 
Stator wake total-pressure loss coefficient. - For the analysis of 
the measured stator losses, the wake loss coefficient was employed. This 
quantity is defined as 
P5 ,f - P5 ,av 
P4 - P4 
(A9) 
Area-averaged stage efficiency. - The stage adiabatic efficiency was 
computed from an area-weighted average of the stator-outlet total pres-
sures and temperatures and can be expressed as 
(AlO) 
where 
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APPENDIX B 
WORK COEFFICIENT 
The work coefficient is computed from the total temperature rise 
across the rotor-blade elements and is defined as 
or in terms of the physical constants used for these tests 
3.1455 (T4 ;lTl) 106 
(ia)2 
The work coefficient can be related to the total-pressure ratio as 
follows: 
r y-l 
3 .1455 ~L(:~) y 
or 
The pressure coefficient ~ is defined as follows: 
33 
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(B3) 
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(B5) 
As described in reference 7, the element work coefficient can be 
written as a function of velocity-diagram parameters. With the use of 
the notation as given on figure I, this expression becomes 
(B6) 
or in terms of the flow coefficient ~= Vz,3/U3 
(B7) 
The flow coefficient ~ can be relat ed to the incidence angle by 
(B8) 
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TABLE 1. - RarOR - BLADE-ELEMENT GEOMETRY 
Radial Radius, Solidity, Blade inlet Blade outlet 
position in. angle, 0 0 a Y3' angle, Y4' 
Inlet, Outlet, deg deg 
r3 r 4 
4 7.969 8.098 1.32 53 . 5 31.0 
5 7 . 257 7.515 1.44 51.1 27.0 
6 6.546 6.933 1.57 48.5 21. 7 
7 5.834 6.350 1.72 45 . 6 15.5 
8 5.123 5.768 1.91 42.6 7.8 
TABLE II. - STATOR - BLADE-ELEMENT GEOMETRY 
Wake-rake Radius, Solidity, Blade inlet Blade outlet 
position inlet r4 and a angle, 0 angle, 0 Y 4' Y 5' 
outlet r5' deg deg 
in . 
1 8.18 1 . 11 38.7 18.7 
2 7.28 l.18 40 . 0 20.0 
3 6.58 1.26 41.1 21.0 
4 5.73 1.38 42 . 8 22 . 2 
VI 
3 
-\T, 
\0 
3 
V4 1 
Rotation 
4 1 
iS~V ~4 
- ~ 
stator 
U3 
Axial direction 
Figure 1. - Velocity-diagram notation for blade element. 
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Figure 3. - Instrumentation used f or investigation of transonic inlet stage. 
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Figure 4. - Location of fixed wall boundary-layer rakes downstream of statorsA 
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(b) Rotor corrected tip speed, 800 feet per second. 
Figure 6. - Radial variation of rotor-inlet absolute Mach 
number (station 3). 
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Figure 19. - Continued. Stator-blade- element characteristics. 
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Figure 19. - Concluded. Stator- blade - element characteristics. 
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Figure 21. - Radial variation of stator-outlet air angles (station 5). 
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